Astrosociology and the Relevance of Outer Space to Social Life

Session: A-2
Day / Date: Friday, November 16
Session Times: 10:00 – 11:45 am
Room: La Jolla
Organizer/Chair: Jim Pass

Pass, Jim, Astrosociology.com – *Astrosociology and the Relevance of Outer Space to Social Life: An Introduction*

Harrison, Albert A., University of California, Davis; and Sherwood, Brent, NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory – *Mission Crews, Passengers, and Settlers: New Communities in Space*

Gangale, Thomas, OPS-Alaska; and Dudley-Flores, Marilyn, OPS-Alaska – *Manufactured on the Moon, Made on Mars: The Rise of the Multi-Planet Economy*


Dudley-Flores, Marilyn, OPS-Alaska; and Gangale, Thomas, OPS-Alaska – *The Core: World System of Societies in Space*